Another City, Bangkok, Is Drowning and We Can’t Look Away
by Pitchaya Sudbanthad
Oct. 4, 2022 (abridged) – Last summer, when remnants of Hurricane Ida raged through New York City and flooded parts of all 5 boroughs, my relatives in Thailand sent me videos of water rushing down the stairs of a New York City subway station.  “Be careful, don’t get washed away with all those subway rats,” my mother warned, over a video call.  In the weeks after the storm, it barely rained in Brooklyn—I had to douse the parched basil plants outside my window.  But, in Thailand, the rains had really just begun.  In September, Tropical Storm Dianmu swept across the country and inundated some 30 provinces.  A restaurant in Nonthaburi Province made international news for continuing to serve customers as the floodwaters swirled at their feet.  North of my home city of Bangkok, the Chao Phraya River overflowed its banks.
As the flooding spread through Bangkok, I decided to monitor the water levels online.  Daytime in Brooklyn was night in Thailand, and, if floods approached the neighborhoods where my relatives live, I wanted to be able to rouse them from their beds and give them advance warning....
This year, I watched in horror as many parts of Thailand flooded again.  Deadly flooding in the Marche region of Italy, I saw, turned the turquoise sea brown.  In Pakistan, heavy rain inundated 1/3 of the country and harmed more than 33 million people—a number so staggering that I had to check several sources to make sure it was correct.  Then I checked social media, where videos showed buildings collapsing and people carrying their children through waist-high water.  Now I’m watching rivers of debris created by Hurricane Ian flow through cities on Florida’s Gulf Coast.  Technology has turned us all into voyeurs of each other’s climate catastrophes.  I’ve seen these scenes before, and we will see them again.
Bangkok shares its vulnerability to climate change with coastal hubs from New York to Lagos—and especially with Asia’s post-colonial port cities: Shanghai, Karachi, Jakarta, Mumbai.  The very name Bangkok, which was propagated on European trading maps, hints at our vulnerability to water.  It likely combines bahng, meaning “village on a waterway,” with mahgog, a colloquial name for a sour plum.  (Most Thais have a loftier idea of the city: we call it Krungthep, or City of Angels.)
During the past century, like other communities that once coexisted with the water, Bangkok paved over much of its network of canals, or klongs, and dispensed with stilt houses and floating markets, in favor of concrete buildings, asphalt roads, and parking lots.  Construction on top of floodplains has turned the city into a tub: water that once flowed out to sea now has fewer exits.  Meanwhile, Bangkok is sinking each year, largely owing to excessive groundwater extraction.  Much of the city could fall below the average height of yearly floods by 2050, according to research published in the journal Nature Communications.
In my lifetime, Bangkok has grown from a capital city of about 4 million people to more than 10 million.  When I was young, I knew to expect the streets to fill up during heavy rains.  Relatives came home from work and immediately headed to the bathroom to wash off their legs.  They worried that mosquitoes were breeding and the water would ruin their cars, which resembled motorboats trailed by gray, filthy wakes.  In the floods of 1983, when my parents and I were overseas, a tropical storm flooded at least 17 Thai provinces.  In 1984, planks were laid across my grandparents’ drowned lawn, and I walked across them to fish for minnows that had escaped a nearby canal.
Unlike the adults, I was excited for the flooding.  To a sheltered child in Bangkok, floods brought an aquatic wonderland of catfish, gouramis, and eels.  Our dogs barked to let us know that monitor lizards were making more frequent appearances.  I also loved hearing my grandmother reminisce about her childhood in the 1940s, when wooden canoes were the way to get around in waist-high water, and a floating noodle shop brought spicy soup to her house.  I thought of the floods as nature’s way of reasserting itself, of reminding us what the landscape was like before marshes became a megacity.
The floods that made me a spectator of our climate-changed world, and which washed away any illusions that may have remained about the romance of the wet season, came in October 2011.  I arrived in Bangkok after a long and abnormal season of rain, just in time to help my parents put up sandbags around the house.  Water had already inundated the main road out front.  Huge volumes had to be released from dams, in part because of mismanagement.  Flooding spread to at least 65 provinces.  More than 12 million people were affected and more than 800 died.  Estimates of the damage ultimately surpassed $46 billion.  Scientists blamed the increase in rainfall largely on the warming caused by climate pollution.  One paper warned of “increasing odds for potential flooding of similar intensity.”
....  Whether in New Orleans or Thailand, floods often inflict the worst damage where the poorest people live.  In Bangkok, they tend to spare the central part of the city, where I rode out the 2011 storm.  For months, beyond this halo of civil-engineered protection, 1,000s were left homeless.  Many were rescued from rooftops and then deposited into a camp in suburban Bangkok.  Entire neighborhoods returned to a swamp-like state....
On my tablet screen, people floated by in homemade watercraft, kids swam in the flooded roads under a highway, and volunteers boarded a military truck near the house of one of my aunts.  Children filled sandbags during playtime....  The 1st-person perspective, often in one uninterrupted cut on a cell-phone camera, swung and shook with whoever held it...., when you played one video, YouTube recommended an endless stream of more like it.
I heard from my aunt Klee and cousin Prae, who lived in the city’s northern Bangkhen district.  The side of their house nearest to a canal had flooded, and the water rose up to their knees in their 1st-floor kitchen.  They talked of the stench of rot and mold and food gone bad.  Their appliances would have to be replaced.  But at least they still had power and the Internet, which meant they could e-mail photos of the flood damage for everyone to see.
Since 2015, Bangkok’s metropolitan government has spent upward of 68 billion bahts, or about US$1.8 billion, on more than 200 flood-control projects.  The city unveiled an anti-flood park that could channel a million gallons.  It built “monkey cheeks,” which are underground containers that store excess water just as primates stash food in their mouths.  4 giant tunnels can now drain 51,500 gallons of water per second from Bangkok; in a few years, a planned total of 10 tunnels will be able to drain the equivalent of an Olympic swimming pool in less than 6 seconds.  If Bangkok can overcome construction delays and blockage from litter in the canals, this could significantly improve flooding in the city.
Bangkok’s leaders dream of a day when new technology trumps the inconvenient truths of meteorology.  Every recent Governor has aimed to stop the flooding, but so far, none has succeeded.  The landslide winner of the last Gubernatorial election, a charismatic M.I.T.-educated engineer named Chadchart Sittipunt, ran on a platform of flood prevention and new parks within 15 minutes of every city resident....  When he visited the city’s flood-control center, in August, he stood in front of a wall of screens that showed real-time water and weather data.  His confidence won him a stream of praise in the comments.
In recent years, the government has introduced an economic model called Thailand 4.0, which aims to advance the country into a new age of digital innovation and improved quality of life.  Soon, we are told, we will live in smart cities powered by data about everything from traffic to power usage and the weather.  Sensors will measure rainfall and keep watch over floodgates.  In the land of smiles, as Thailand loves to call itself, maybe everything will one day be under control.  If you build it, maybe the flood will not come.
I would like to share more of this optimism, but I worry about how a more high-tech Thailand could contribute to the very problem we are trying to solve.  An upscale Bangkok mall with extensive air-conditioning can use as many GigaWatt-hours of power as some rural provinces; even if Thais switch to electric cars and stoves, we will still emit climate pollution from power plants that burn natural gas.  And it’s likely that new investments will still fail to protect large swaths of Bangkok and Thailand.  “What happens to people who don’t live in protected areas, or can’t afford to change their homes to be less vulnerable, or compliant with new regulations?” Vineet Diwadkar, an urban planner based in New York and Bangkok, asked, over a video call.  He worries that concerns about inequality tend to recede when governments tout major technological and infrastructural projects.  “We’re in a time in which we’re confronting loss.  Who are the ones to lose?”
To live in a river-delta metropolis like Bangkok is to buy a ticket for a climate-change lottery.  Last February, a drive to visit my grandmother nearly turned into a motorboat ride.  I felt the car door vibrate as it was struck by splashing water.  I eyed the floor mats and expected to see my feet in a puddle.  Outside, a schoolboy laughed as he pedaled a bike, its wheels half submerged.  I felt lucky to reach a drier street without the car stalling.  Then I took out my phone and shared my ordeal on Instagram, with the same hashtag I have been following for so many years.  Bangkokers know what to do after driving through flooded streets.  Open the hood.  Keep the engine running to quicken evaporation.  Share the video online....
As rising temperatures fuel heavy precipitation, and rising seas raise the stakes of each storm, I worry that flood mitigation and management, as the technocrats call it, treat the symptoms of climate change and not the disease.  A digital thermometer doesn’t help the frogs in the proverbial slow boil.  No quantity of local data can correct the global injustice that larger and wealthier nations, in cahoots with powerful corporations, are still producing a far larger share of the world’s greenhouse gases....  Maybe pledges and protests and boycotts and lawsuits can change that.  Or maybe we’ll keep polluting until we come across viral videos of our own loved ones drowning.
Recently, my friend Pim Techamuanvivit, a Thai American chef in San Francisco, messaged me about flooding back home.  “How many years before everyone in Bangkok must learn to be amphibious?” she asked me....
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